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Abstract

This dissertation investigates the role of sound design in social robotics,
drawing inspiration from robot depictions in science-fiction films. It ad-
dresses the limitations of robots’ movements and expressive behavior by
integrating principles from film sound design, seeking to improve human-
robot interaction through expressive gestures and non-verbal sounds.

The compiled works are structured into two parts. The first part focuses
on perceptual studies, exploring how people perceive non-verbal sounds dis-
played by a Pepper robot related to its movement. These studies highlighted
preferences for more refined sound models, subtle sounds that blend with
ambient sounds, and sound characteristics matching the robot’s visual at-
tributes. This part also resulted in a programming interface connecting the
Pepper robot with sound production tools.

The second part focuses on a structured analysis of robot sounds in
films, revealing three narrative themes related to robot sounds in films with
implications for social robotics. The first theme involves sounds associated
with the physical attributes of robots, encompassing sub-themes of sound
linked to robot size, exposed mechanisms, build quality, and anthropomor-
phic traits. The second theme delves into sounds accentuating robots’ in-
ternal workings, with sub-themes related to learning and decision-making
processes. Lastly, the third theme revolves around sounds utilized in robots’
interactions with other characters within the film scenes.

Based on these works, the dissertation discusses sound design recom-
mendations for social robotics inspired by practices in film sound design.
These recommendations encompass selecting the appropriate sound materi-
als and sonic characteristics such as pitch and timbre, employing movement
sound for effective communication and emotional expression, and integrat-
ing narrative and context into the interaction.

Keywords
human-robot interaction, social robotics, film sound design, robot sound,
interactive sonification
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Sammanfattning

Denna avhandling undersöker ljuddesignens roll i social robotik, med
inspiration från robotskildringar i science fiction filmer. Avhandlingen
diskuterar begränsningar i robotars uttrycksfulla beteenden genom att
integrera principer från filmljuddesign. Arbetet syftar till att främja
interaktionen mellan människa och robot genom att förse robotar med
uttrycksfulla gester och icke-verbala ljud.

Denna sammanläggningsavhandling inkluderar ett antal artiklar som
är strukturerade i två separata delar. Den första delen fokuserar på per-
ceptuella studier och undersöker hur människor uppfattar de icke-verbala
ljud som roboten Pepper producerar i samband med sina rörelser. Dessa
studier belyste preferenser för mer förfinade ljudmodeller, subtila ljud som
blandas med omgivande ljud, och ljudegenskaper som matchar robotens vi-
suella attribut. Denna del resulterade också i ett programmeringsgränssnitt
som sammankopplar Pepper-roboten och ljudproduktionsverktyg.

Den andra delen fokuserar på en strukturerad analys av robotljud i
filmer och avslöjar tre narrativa teman relaterade till robotljud i filmer
med implikationer för social robotik. Det första temat handlar om ljud som
förknippas med robotarnas fysiska attribut och omfattar underteman av ljud
som är kopplade till robotstorlek, exponerade mekanismer, byggkvalitet,
och antropomorfa drag. Det andra temat fördjupar sig i ljud som betonar
robotarnas interna arbete, med underteman relaterade till inlärnings- och
beslutsprocesser. Slutligen kretsar det tredje temat kring ljud som används
i robotarnas interaktion med andra karaktärer i filmscenerna.

Baserat på ovan beskrivna arbeten diskuterar denna avhandling rek-
ommendationer för ljuddesign inom social robotik inspirerade av praxis
inom filmljuddesign. Dessa rekommendationer omfattar att välja lämpliga
ljudmaterial och ljudegenskaper såsom tonhöjd och klangfärg, att använda
rörelseljud för effektiv kommunikation och känslomässiga uttryck, samt att
integrera narrativ och sammanhang i interaktionen.

Nyckelord
människa-robotinteraktion, social robotik, filmljuddesign, robotljud,
interaktiv sonifiering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Preface
The portrayal of robots in science-fiction films holds the potential to intro-
duce the concept of robots to the general public, often serving as their initial
encounter with social robots [1]. Sci-fi films have also served as a source of
inspiration for researchers and practitioners in the field of Human-Robot In-
teraction (HRI) [2]. In the emerging field of sound design in HRI, previous
studies have acknowledged the influence of robot depictions in films [3]–[8].
In particular, two robots, R2-D2 and Wall-E — whose sounds in films were
designed by the same person, Ben Burtt1 — have been the primary inspi-
rations for designing auditory non-verbal expressions. Their unique mode
of sonic communication, characterized by a series of beeps and chirps, has
been adopted to enhance or replace synthetic speech, providing paralinguis-
tic cues [6].

From the perspective of the robot soundscape presented by Robinson et
al. in [9], the communication modes of R2-D2 and Wall-E can be categorized
as Semantic-Free Utterances (SFUs). Aside from SFUs, other facets exist
within the robot soundscape, including sound performed by robots, sound
as background in HRI, sound responsive to human actions, and sound asso-
ciated with robot movement. Similarly, despite the focused attention of HRI
researchers on R2-D2 and Wall-E, there is a broader spectrum of knowledge
and practices that HRI can extract from the sound design of film robots.

In this dissertation, I aim to contribute to the research on expressive
behaviors in social robotics by integrating concepts from film sound design
practices to enhance a robot’s expressive behavior through interactive soni-
fication. Specifically, I focus on the sounds that shape the robots’ narrative

1https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0123785/
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

identities, those associated with their movements, and sounds that empha-
size the robots as computerized mechanical entities while retaining their
humanoid appearances. This exploration seeks to understand how these
diverse sounds can be effectively incorporated into their communication
processes.

The overarching research questions of this compilation thesis work are:

RQ1: Which specific design principles of robot sounds in films can be
effectively applied to enhance a robot’s expressive behavior in social robotics?

RQ2: How can interactive sonification techniques be utilized to integrate
these identified film sound design principles into a robot’s non-verbal com-
munication?

The works in this dissertation are part of the SONAO project detailed
in [10], which aims to establish new methods for achieving robust interaction
between users and humanoid robots through the sonification of expressive
gestures. The underlying goal of this project is to improve the clarity of
robot non-verbal communication through improved expressive gestures and
non-verbal sounds.

The project encompasses a range of research areas, including mapping
stylized human movements to virtual agents [11] and NAO robots [12], in-
vestigating the perception of sounds associated with robot motion [13], and
investigating the implementation of blended sonification in social robots [14].
It also involves the exploration of vocal sketching as a prototyping tool for
exploring sound design in HRI [15].

1.2 Personal motivation
I came into the PhD with three perspectives: prior work experiences as
a sound designer and music producer2, a recently obtained Master’s de-
gree in Media Technology and Interaction Design at KTH, and a love of
science-fiction films3. I found the SONAO project very relevant to my work
experience and education, and I knew I had to explore the science-fiction
angles to complement the existing research in the project.

2I wore multiple hats in game development industries in Indonesia - mainly related
to sound and music, but also QA and game design - for seven years before moving to
Sweden to enroll in the Master’s programme. At the same time, I was also involved in
various stage performances and art exhibitions.

3My first encounter with Star Wars was the 1997 Special Edition of the original trilogy,
but my interest in science-fiction started before that, mainly through a childhood filled
with Japanese tokusatsu.
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1.3. WORKS OVERVIEW

One particular influence came from a course I enrolled in during my
Master’s study in Spring 2017. The course was titled “Science Goes Fiction:
Science Fiction, Film and Technological Futures in a Historical Perspective.”
An important takeaway was that science-fiction films often reflect existing
discourses about technology. At the same time, they create visions of the
future and inspire research and technological development. The reflection
and inspiration come not only from what the audiences can see (and hear)
on screen but also from the practices that bring science fiction to life.

As I progressed in the PhD, I gained a deep appreciation for the mul-
tidisciplinary nature of working with sound in the context of social robots.
Adopting film sound design practices in the real world comes with many
challenges. These challenges include the need for technical expertise to op-
erate the robot, knowledge in sound design and engineering to work with
sonic elements, and insights from other fields such as communication and
cognitive science. The multidisciplinary approach remained a consistent
theme throughout the PhD as I embraced various roles during the studies,
and with it came the understanding of how wicked the problem of sound de-
sign for social robotics is4. Nevertheless, I hope the works presented in this
dissertation can contribute to the discourse and that aspiring sound design-
ers, interaction designers, HRI researchers, robot practitioners, filmmakers,
and game developers can find inspiration to develop the field further.

1.3 Works overview
Fig.1.1 provides an overview of the works incorporated in this dissertation,
while Chapter 3 presents summaries of the papers included in this thesis.

The left block in Fig.1.1 includes the analysis of robot sounds in films
(Paper I and Paper V). The right block comprises the implementation of
sound design principles in a Pepper robot through perceptual studies (Pa-
per II and Paper III), including the development of PepperOSC to enable
interactive sonification (Paper IV).

4A “wicked problem” is a term coined by Horst Rittel [16] to describe complex and
challenging issues that are difficult to define and solve. Daniel Hug acknowledges the
wicked problems of sound design in [17], and I found that adding social and technical
aspects of social robotics further complicates the challenge.

3
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the works included in this dissertation

Paper I : Analysis of robot sounds’ 

characteristics in films

Paper III : More perceptual studies 

involving interactive sonification

Paper II : Pilot perceptual study 

with video stimuli

Paper IV : Tool development for 

interactive sonification

Paper V : Semiotic analysis of 

robot sounds in films

expands into

informs

enables

expands into

inspires

1.4 Outline
This dissertation is written in a compilation format consisting of two main
parts. Part I consists of an introduction to motivate the research goals and
contributions, a background of relevant scientific literature, a summary of
the included papers, and a discussion to reflect on the works presented in
this dissertation. Part II includes the papers attached to this dissertation
(available only in the printed version).

The remainder of part I is structured as follows:

• Chapter 2 offers a scientific background, including an overview of so-
cial robotics, an exploration of existing research related to sound in
HRI, an overview of film sound design and sonic interaction design,
insights into interactive sonification, and an introduction to semiotic
analysis.

• Chapter 3 summarizes the included papers.

• Chapter 4 provides a comprehensive discussion of the findings of the
works that offer potential recommendations for sound design in social
robotics.

4



1.5. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

• Chapter 5 concludes with a summary of research contributions and
practical recommendations.

1.5 Supplementary materials
The supplementary materials are accessible online5 and encompass files
associated with the publications included in this dissertation.

For Paper I, the supplement includes a summary clip exemplifying how
sounds are employed for robots in films, depicting the communication of
their presence, representation of appearances and movements, and the con-
veyance of emotions. Speech excerpts are also included to illustrate the
Long Term Average Spectrum (LTAS) comparison.

For Paper II and Paper III, the supplement encompasses stimuli, sound
models, collected data, and documentation from the Tekniska experiment.

For Paper IV, the supplement includes clips showcasing a Pepper robot
with sound generated through PepperOSC and the relevant sound produc-
tion tools. Additionally, the source code for PepperOSC, introduced in
Paper IV, is available on GitHub6.

For Paper V, the supplement features film excerpts that highlight the
key findings from the study.

5https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10401826
6https://github.com/adrbenn/PepperOSC

5
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Social robotics
As robotics advances, so does the presence of robots permeate into daily
human life. Robots are being developed to co-exist with humans across var-
ious domains, including healthcare, therapy, education, workplaces, public
spaces, and households [18]. Collaboration and meaningful interaction are
key elements for the successful co-existence of humans and robots [19]. In
essence, a social interface is essential. In defining social robots, Hegel et
al. have argued that while the field encompasses both technical and social
aspects, “the social aspects are the core purpose of social robots” [20, p.171].

In the context of the social interface, it is common to attribute human
traits to robots through anthropomorphism [21], [22]. These human-like
qualities often relate to physical appearance and speech capabilities. While
there is considerable attention given to human-like robots such as Gemi-
noid 1, Sophia 2, to the most recent Ameca 3 in the media, it is important
to note that replicating human appearance is not always the ideal goal [18].
There are doubts that robots may never achieve a perfect imitation of hu-
mans in terms of appearance and movement [21]. In fact, when even a
slight discrepancy in a robot’s appearance and movement is perceived, it
can negatively affect the interaction in a phenomenon known as the un-
canny valley problem, where a close resemblance but falling short of perfect
human replication evokes feelings of eeriness or discomfort in observers [23].

In addition to appearance, there are other crucial qualities to consider in
the design of social robots. These include affective interactions and empa-
thy, both in terms of the expressive behaviors exhibited by the robots and

1http://www.geminoid.jp/en/robots.html
2https://www.hansonrobotics.com/sophia/
3https://www.engineeredarts.co.uk/robot/ameca/
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their ability to recognize and empathize with the individuals they interact
with [18].

This dissertation aims to contribute to the ongoing research on expres-
sive behaviors in social robotics while acknowledging the inherent limita-
tions of anthropomorphic realism. It is a recognition that, despite notable
advancements, achieving human-level fluency in movement and expressions
may remain elusive for robots. Instead, I acknowledge the robots as com-
puterized mechanical objects that, through meticulous sound design, can
embody the structural essence of human social interaction.

2.2 Sound in HRI
Research on sonic interactions that allow robots to express intentions and
emotions through sounds is an emerging field in Human-Robot Interac-
tion (HRI). In a recent study, Robinson et al. conducted a comprehensive
mapping of the current robot soundscape, providing a detailed overview
of how robotic agents communicate through sound [9]. The resulting map
systematically categorizes existing explorations of robot sound into five key
domains, presented in Fig. 2.1. This classification offers a broad and insight-
ful perspective on how robots utilize sound to interact with their human
counterparts.

As also highlighted by Robinson et al., a considerable portion of the re-
search on sound in HRI has predominantly centered around speech. Beyond
speech, robot sound communication has also been explored to convey inten-
tions and emotions through brief bursts of sound characterized by intonation
and rhythms. These applications are collectively referred to as Semantic-
Free Utterances (SFUs). In [24], Yilmazyildiz et al. have comprehensively
reviewed the existing literature for SFUs and categorized it further under
four general types: Gibberish Speech, Non-Linguistic Utterances, Musical
Utterances, and Paralinguistic Utterances.

Existing research has also delved into the sound associated with robot
movement. One aspect is the intrinsic mechanical sounds robots produce,
often referred to as consequential sounds [25]. These include the noises em-
anating from servo motors responsible for executing the robots’ movements.
These servo motor sounds have frequently been considered noise and have
been known to disrupt interactions negatively [13], [26]–[28]. To mitigate
this detrimental impact, various strategies, such as masking or altering the
sounds, have been investigated to render them intentional and ultimately
enhance the interaction’s quality.

In [29], researchers modified the amplitude and pitch of recorded noises
from a UR5e robot arm, exploring variations such as making them louder,
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Figure 2.1: The robot soundscape, a map of the various contexts sound
occurs in human–robot interaction. Reprinted from [9] with permission.

quieter, higher-pitched, and lower-pitched. In [28], the recorded sounds
from an ARMAR-IIIb robot were masked by overlaying them with a music
clip. Another approach, as detailed in [8], involved adding transformative
sound to videos featuring various robots like Cozmo, NAO, TurtleBot 2,
Baxter, and UR5e. Similarly, [30] incorporated artificial sound into video
recordings of a Fetch robot. Lastly, the study discussed in [14] employed
the recorded sounds of a NAO robot to inform sound models, utilizing a
method known as blended sonification (the method is defined in [31]).

Another dimension of sound associated with robot movement, according
to [9], involves movement sonification, a process that translates data rela-
tions into perceptible relations through an acoustic signal [32]. In essence,
movement sonification captures the inherent data of a robot’s movements,
such as servo angular motion, and translates this information into sound.

One crucial assertion to emphasize with this dissertation is the extensive
scope of sonification beyond movement data. Recognizing robots as com-
puterized mechanical objects, it becomes evident that virtually any internal
robotic process, ranging from sensor data to computing processes, can be
effectively sonified.

Studies related to robot sound design often draw inspiration from mu-
sic, incorporating musical elements such as tones, harmonics, chords, and
rhythms. Researchers employ methods of varying complexity. Some studies
opt for simplicity, using basic tones like sine waveforms, as seen in [33], or
beep sounds, as demonstrated in [34]. Others venture into synthesized mu-
sical instruments through Digital Audio Workstations, as exemplified in [8].
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Additionally, sound design techniques utilizing recordings from sound effect
libraries are explored, as evidenced in [30]. In a study conducted by Frid and
Bresin within the SONAO project, a more intricate synthesis approach to
sound production was employed, specifically sample-based (granular) syn-
thesis, as detailed in [14].

Several other studies have recognized the impact of robots as portrayed
in films [3]–[8]. In their study investigating the influence of popular science
fiction robots in the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) Digital
Library, Mubin et al. [2] have highlighted that voice is a popular design at-
tribute inspiring HRI researchers, particularly with reference to R2-D2 and
Wall-E. To gain insight into R2-D2’s successful use of non-verbal sounds
for affective expressions, Bethel and Murphy [3] offer the sound designer’s
perspective, detailing Ben Burtt’s process in designing R2-D2’s sound for
the film. Burtt ingeniously combined an imitation of baby babbling and the
whistling sound of blowing through a small flexible plumbing tube with elec-
tronically synthesized beeps and chirps to create the character’s emotional
warmth [3, p.3]. Furthermore, Jee et al. [4] provide additional insight by
analyzing 175 sounds sampled from Star Wars and 100 sounds from Wall-E.
They categorize these sounds into expressions of intentions and emotions,
thus revealing the significance of pitch, intonation, and timbre in conveying
meaning.

From the perspective of the robot soundscape framework illustrated in
Fig. 2.1, the communication modes of R2-D2 and Wall-E can be categorized
as semantic-free utterances. Despite the robotics researchers’ attention to
the two robots, film sound design encompasses more than merely exploring
robot utterances. It presents a broader spectrum of practices from which
HRI can draw insights, expanding the understanding of how robots com-
municate through sound in cinematic contexts.

2.3 Understanding film sound
Film sound design often deals with details that escape the audience’s
conscious perception, from subtle background ambiance to the rustling
of clothes and footsteps. Sound designers are well aware that sound is
frequently relegated to the background, operating almost subliminally from
the viewer’s perspective [35]–[37]. However, despite this subliminal role,
sound plays a pivotal part in influencing how the audience perceives visual
elements and guides their attention [36, p.265], both in spatio-temporal
dimensions (such as space, size, and time) and in narrative aspects (like
character identification, emotions, and dramaturgy) [35]. In professional
film productions, sounds are typically produced separately from the images
(e.g., in post-productions) with conscious decisions by the filmmakers based
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on “how they suit the film’s overall form and how they shape the viewer’s
experience” [36, p.263].

One common technique in film sound design is the Foley process. This
method involves recording sounds using various available objects in a studio
to synchronize with the on-screen actions [36]. The Foley process originated
in the 1920s and is credited to the sound effect artist Jack Foley. Despite the
evolution of synthesizer technology and its adoption in films since the 1950s,
the Foley process remains an integral part of contemporary filmmaking,
continuing to be employed to this day [38].

This process aims to match the sound source directly to the visual,
such as replicating pouring drinks or footsteps on various surfaces using
different materials for shoes. Additionally, Foley artists often employ cre-
ative ’tricks’ to achieve specific sounds, such as sprinkling salt onto paper to
mimic the sound of rain [35, p.58], twisting celery to produce bone-crunching
sounds [38, p.94], or using old ballet shoes to create the sound of wing flaps
for birds [38, p.95]. The context of the visual content plays a crucial role in
how the audience perceives and associates these sounds (see the discussion
on multimodal integration in Sect. 4.3.1).

In an era predating the advent of radio and telephone, sounds were
intrinsically linked to the mechanisms that generated them. However, with
the development of electronic technologies for transmitting and recording
sound, even the most subtle natural sounds can now be amplified and shared
globally or preserved on tape and records for future generations. R. Murray
Schafer referred to this splitting phenomenon of an original sound and its
electroacoustic reproduction as schizophonia, taken from the Greek words
schizo (split) and phone (voice, sound) [39, p.43].

Despite this separation from the source, we can identify a sound, whether
heard directly or from a recording. This recognition is not solely dependent
on prior exposure to the source’s sound; we can also establish associations
between a sound and its potential origin or cause [40], [41]. Listeners engage
in various modes of listening, focusing on different aspects of the sounds.
They may pay attention to the sound signal itself, identify the cause of the
sound, or reflect on the meaning or memories associated with the sound or
its source [42]. In addition to identifying the source of a sound, research
has shown that listeners can also recognize the action applied to the object
producing the sound (e.g., the sound of pouring rice or the sound of one glass
hitting another) [43]. Moreover, this study reveals that when confronted
with synthesized sounds that lack a readily identifiable source mechanism,
listeners can still identify the contours of the acoustic features instead.

The audience’s ability to identify sounds, coupled with the visual context
and the careful selection of sounds by filmmakers, plays a pivotal role in
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shaping the audience’s understanding and interpretation of a film. These
factors collectively contribute to the audience’s capacity to derive meaning
from the cinematic experience. This concept underpins the central theme of
this dissertation. Furthermore, it raises an intriguing question: How do the
representations of robots in films, which are widely accessible to the general
public, influence people’s perceptions and expectations of real-life robots?
While most individuals may never directly interact with real-world robots,
it is plausible that the pervasive presence of robots in films influences their
notions of how robots should look, behave, and even sound.

2.4 Sonic interaction design
Consider the sound of a car engine.

With years of familiarity, a seasoned driver can discern the internal state
of their vehicle just by listening to its sound. The auditory experience com-
municates vital information from the engine to the driver, offering insights
into its condition. Beyond this intrinsic connection, the sound serves multi-
ple purposes: it acts as an informative signal to fellow drivers or pedestrians,
indicating the car’s presence, position, direction, and even distance. Addi-
tionally, it contributes to a car’s branding, often reflecting its power and
identity [44].

Electric cars, notably quieter than their gasoline or diesel counterparts,
offer a commendable solution to reducing noise pollution. However, this in-
herent quietness raises potential safety concerns on the road, as other users
may be oblivious to the presence of the electric vehicle due to the absence
of sound [45]. Many countries have implemented regulations mandating a
minimum level of sound to mitigate potential safety hazards arising from
the quiet operation of electric cars [46]. In response to these regulatory mea-
sures, electric car manufacturers have employed sound designers to enhance
their vehicles with purposeful sounds [47].

Approaches in sound design diverge among automakers, with some draw-
ing inspiration from the familiar tones of traditional gasoline cars to main-
tain a realistic auditory experience reminiscent of previous generations.
Dodge, the car manufacturer, even took the branding of their electric mus-
cle car to an extreme by ensuring it emits a distinctly loud sound [48].
Conversely, others explore novel directions in sound design. For instance,
General Motors stands out for its creative use of sampled guitar, piano,
and the distinctive tones of a didgeridoo. On the other hand, the BMW i4
adopts a unique approach, creating a soundscape akin to an electrified or-
chestra [47]. This diversified response not only aligns with safety regulations
but also introduces an innovative and customizable auditory dimension to
the electric vehicle driving experience.
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The scope of sound design has expanded beyond its conventional do-
mains in film, television, radio, and theatre. According to Hug [17], the
past two decades have witnessed the emergence of new application fields for
sound design. These include sonic branding and interactive media, among
others. Franinovic et al. used the term sonic interaction design (SID) to
describe “practice and inquiry into any of several kinds of roles that sound
may play in the interaction loop between users and artifacts, services, or
environments“ [49, p.335]. They further delve into the multifaceted roles
of sound in product design, encompassing the creation or revelation of new
functionalities in a product, shaping an artifact’s sonic identity, and improv-
ing performance and usability within the interaction process. Regardless of
the roles, one of the central concerns in sound design is the quality of the
sonic elements [50].

With the increasing enthusiasm for social robotics research discussed in
Sect. 2.2, growing interest is also evident in robot industries. An illustrative
example is the robots Cozmo and Vector, whose auditory experiences were
designed by Anki, the manufacturer, audio lead Ben Gabaldon4. Notably,
these robots refrain from using conventional speech and, instead, rely on
semantic-free utterances for communication. The interest from the indus-
try highlights the imperative to not only address the interactive aspects of
robots in a social context but also to conscientiously consider the aesthetics
of robot sound as an integral facet.

2.5 Interactive sonification
Kramer et al. define sonification as the process of transforming data re-
lations into perceived relations in an acoustic signal [32]. In the context
of human-computer interaction, interactive sonification involves the repre-
sentation of data into sound, allowing humans to interact with a system
in a non-visual way. Various approaches have been developed for inter-
active sonification, ranging from simple Auditory Icons and Earcons that
use audio files triggered by a particular state to more complex techniques
such as Parameter Mapping Sonification (PMSon) and Model-Based Sonifi-
cation (MBS), where data features are mapped into acoustic parameters of
sonic events or sound models [53]. The sound design employed in electric
cars mentioned above is an example of the Model-Based Sonification, where
sound models are employed in the electric cars with a clear strategy of how
they would react to the driver’s action and other internal parameters.

Interactive sonification has been utilized in a variety of ways in HRI. For
4The company, unfortunately, has no longer operating since 2019 [51]. Robinson et

al. have interviewed Gabaldon and presented his sound design approach in [52].
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instance, Johannsen has employed Auditory Icons and Earcons to design di-
rectional sounds of a robot and additional sounds that respond to the robot
states of Heavy Load, Waiting, Near Obstacle, and Low Battery [54]. Addi-
tionally, Auditory Icons help robots express emotions, as shown by Zahray
et al. [55]. One approach to sonification involves mapping varying robotics
data into acoustic parameters, as in Hermann et al.’s study, which aimed to
“integrate all available information about the (robotic) modules (like message
type, density, run-time, results, state) by sound” [56]. Several studies have
also implemented sonification by mapping the robot’s movement for expres-
sive purposes [5], [55], [57]. Likewise, the robot’s sensor data have been used
in sonification, such as mapping the user’s movement [5] or emotion [58].
While direct mapping from movement can be used in sonification, novel
ways of movement sonification have been explored. For example, Bellona et
al. used Laban’s Effort System [59] to parameterize the robot’s movement
qualities [60], and Frid and Bresin used Blended Sonification by mixing the
mechanical sounds of the robot with the sonification of its movements [14].
These various approaches to interactive sonification demonstrate the versa-
tility of sonification in enhancing the human-robot interaction experience.

Although the use of interactive sonification in HRI is increasing, practical
guidance and tools for its implementation remain limited [61]. To address
this gap, one of the goals of this dissertation is to introduce a system that
serves as an interface between robotics and sound design tools, providing
a practical solution and reflection to bridge the gap between the field of
robotics and sound design (see Paper IV).

2.6 Sign and sequence
In analyzing robot sound in film, Paper V utilizes semiotics, a scientific dis-
cipline that studies signs and symbols. These signs and symbols encompass
both linguistic and non-linguistic elements, serving as integral components
in creating meaning and as fundamental units of communication.

More specifically, I adhere to Saussure’s perspective, where a sign com-
prises the signifier (the primary object of perception, e.g., a sound) and
the signified (the concept it represents). Signs are related to other signs
syntagmatically or paradigmatically. Syntagmatic relations involve the con-
nections between the elements present in a statement, while paradigmatic
relations concern the associations among potential elements that could have
been chosen but were not ([62] as cited in [63, p.xiv]).

Bateman and Schmidt employed Saussure’s organization of signs in their
multimodal film analysis framework [64]. They argue that “films are con-
structed in ways that guide interpretation even before handing over the task
of understanding to some viewer’s ’common sense’” [64, p.1]. This pre-
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structuring maintains control over interpretation, ensuring that viewers fol-
low specific lines of understanding intentionally established by the film. For
Bateman and Schmidt, multimodal analysis unveils an underlying logic in
the film, revealing the role played by formal alternation in films in consid-
erable detail [64, p.248].

To delve deeper into the nuanced use of robot sound in the interactions
between characters in a film scene, I adopt the transcription conventions
commonly employed in conversation analysis (CA), drawing on the per-
spective of ethnomethodology (EM) [65], [66]. CA is traditionally utilized
to comprehend in vivo actions and interactions through the analysis of se-
quences. This method has found application in HRI in examining real-world
interactions with robots [67]–[69]. CA typically favors unedited recordings
because editing, while essential for creating narrative and meaning in film,
“destroys the temporal, spatial, and sequential continuities of the original
event” [70, p.489]. However, in the context of the study in Paper V, CA
complements semiotic analysis, as both approaches aim to unravel the de-
tailed organization and structure of interactions.
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Chapter 3

Works

3.1 Paper I - Sonic characteristics of robots
in films

Latupeirissa, A. B., Frid, E., & Bresin, R. (2019). In Proceedings of the
Sound and Music Computing Conference (SMC)

The works begin with an exploratory study investigating the sonic charac-
teristics of robot sounds in films.

This study encompasses an analysis of the audible sonic presence, audi-
tory expression, and speech spectra characteristics observed in robots fea-
tured in five films: The Black Hole (1979), Short Circuit (1986), Bicenten-
nial Man (1999), I, Robot (2004), and Chappie (2015). The selection was
made to cover one film per decade from the 1970s to the 2010s. Short video
excerpts featuring robots and their human counterparts were extracted from
each selected film. These video clips were then annotated and analyzed,
mainly focusing on their spectrograms, to assess the audible sonic presence
and auditory expression (see example in Fig.3.1). Additionally, we com-
pared the results to the physical appearance and actions performed by the
robots. For the speech analysis, the speech of each robot was evaluated in
comparison to the human counterpart, utilizing two distinct metrics: the
fundamental frequency (f0) of each character and the Long-term Average
Spectrum analysis (LTAS) (as described in [71]).

The analysis resulted in three broad categories of robot sound in film:

• communication of the robots’ presence and internal states,
• sonic representation of the robots’ appearances and movements,
• expression of the robots’ emotions.
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Figure 3.1: Spectral analysis of Sonny in I, Robot. On the x-axis there is
time (s) and on the y-axis frequency (Hz). The arrows show the three
simultaneous high-frequency tones centered at around 6.3 KHz, 9.2 KHz,
and 11.5 KHz that always appear when the robot is present on the scene.

A notable observation is the strong connection between the robots’ sonic
presence and physical appearance. For instance, mechanical robots like
Chappie and Bicentennial Man’s Andrew are often accompanied by the
whirring sounds of mechanical motors. In contrast, Sonny’s futuristic and
fluid physical appearance in I, Robot is complemented by more fluid and
less mechanical sounds. These sounds accentuate movements and, in some
cases, convey emotions to enhance the narrative when appropriate. For
example, during a scene where Andrew says, “One feels badly for them,”
his head gradually tilts downward, accompanied by a mechanical sound with
a falling pitch.

In the speech analysis, we observed that the metallic quality of a robot
character’s speech is characterized by two distinct features: a broader fre-
quency band and a shifted fundamental frequency. This characteristic was
particularly prominent in the case of Andrew, whose appearance transi-
tioned from a robot-like form to a more human-like one throughout the
film. These visual changes were reflected in the character’s voice. Like-
wise, we noticed a similar characteristic when comparing the robot character
(named Number 5) from Short Circuit to the main human character, New-
ton Crosby. The difference between Short Circuit and Bicentennial Man
lies in the direction of the fundamental frequency shift. In Short Circuit,
Number 5’s fundamental frequency shifts to lower values, while the robot
Andrew’s is higher in Bicentennial Man (see Fig.3.2)1.

1Audio excerpts of the robot characters’ speeches are accessible in the supplementary
materials (see Sect.1.5).
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Figure 3.2: LTAS comparisons: (a) between the two forms of Andrew,
human and robot, in Bicentennial Man; (b) between Newton Crosby
(human) and Number 5 (robot) in Short Circuit.

(a) (b)

3.2 Paper II - Exploring emotion perception
in sonic HRI

Latupeirissa, A. B., Panariello, C., & Bresin, R. (2020). In Proceedings of
the Sound and Music Computing Conference (SMC).

Building on the findings of Paper I, we expand our research by focusing
on the non-verbal sonic aspects of robots, with a specific emphasis on the
expressive sounds associated with their movements and appearances, in
line with the SONAO project.

Paper II serves as a pilot study to investigate the impact of various
sound sets designed to accompany expressive gestures performed by a
Pepper robot on the perception of the robot’s emotion. To achieve this,
we conducted an online perceptual study that specifically examined how
participants perceived distinct sound sets based on the complexity of the
synthesis process: one consisting solely of the robot’s original sounds, one
incorporating basic sawtooth waveforms, and another utilizing a more
intricate process based on a feedback chain. The more complex sounds are
distinguished by smoother attacks and, more importantly, by richer spectra
with partials distributed more intricately compared to those generated
using sawtooth waveforms (see the spectrograms comparison of the two
strategies in Fig.3.3). The decision to explore complexity stemmed from a
gap in the existing HRI literature at the time. Prevailing strategies relied
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Figure 3.3: Spectrograms of the synthesized relaxed sounds: (a)
synthesized with sawtooths and (b) with feedback chains. On the x-axis
there is time (s) and on the y-axis frequency (Hz).

(a)

(b)

on straightforward tone patterns (e.g., in [33]) or basic beep sounds (e.g.,
in [34]), prompting the need to investigate a more intricate approach.

The sound sets were associated with the expressive movements of the
humanoid robot Pepper. The robot’s movements (see Fig.3.4) were based
on emotional postures initially defined in [72] for the humanoid robot NAO,
encompassing emotions of anger, sadness, and happiness. We integrated
the specific postures corresponding to these emotions, as outlined in the
referenced study, into the gesture movements of our Pepper robot. In ad-
dition, we introduced a fourth posture, relaxed, which we adapted from
Pepper’s postures provided by the manufacturer. The second author cre-
ated the synthesized sounds based on the video recordings and incorporated
them by overlaying the sawtooth and feedback-synthesized sounds with the
robot’s original sounds2. This decision to overlay was made to simulate real-
istically how these sounds would occur in a real-world situation. It accounts
for the limitations that prevent Pepper from generating sounds without its
inherent mechanical noises, making it unrealistic to exclude these original
sounds.

2Video stimuli are accessible in the supplementary materials (see Sect.1.5).
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Figure 3.4: Screen captures of the Pepper robot in the video stimuli of the
experiment in Paper II (also referred as study 1 in Paper III) showing
(from left to right) anger, excitement, relaxation, and sadness. 

 

 

We asked the participants to evaluate each stimulus using a rating scale
that covered four semantic opposites related to the four target emotions and
five semantic opposites describing other aspects of robot behavior (pleas-
antness, typicality, efficiency, likeability, trust). The results revealed that
the sawtooth waveform was associated with sadness, even when the robot’s
gestures were intended to convey anger, relaxation, or sadness. This ob-
servation suggests that the sawtooth waveform’s quality may convey infor-
mation associated with low arousal and low valence emotions. On the con-
trary, participants in the study generally preferred stimuli that integrated
more complex sounds, finding them likable and pleasant. This observation
indicates the necessity for additional exploration into intricate synthesis
methods that can produce more nuanced and enriched robot sounds.

3.3 Paper III - Probing aesthetics strategies
for robot sound: complexity and materi-
ality in movement sonification

Latupeirissa, A. B., Panariello, C., & Bresin, R. (2023). In ACM Transac-
tions on Human-Robot Interaction (THRI).

This paper builds upon the research piloted in Paper II. In addition to the
sound sets based on synthesis complexity, we introduced a second set of
sound models to investigate the materiality aspect of sound utilized in the
sound design of a moving robot. This second set, developed using Sound De-
sign Toolkit (SDT) [73] in MaxMSP, consisted of (i) sound synthesis based
on an engine emphasizing the robot’s internal mechanisms; (ii) metallic
sound synthesis, highlighting its typical appearance; and (iii) whoosh sound
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synthesis emphasizing movement.
Here, we define sound material as the perceived source or origin of

a sound. Precisely, the vibrating object responsible for generating the
waves that reach our ears. It is worth noting that a sound can be entirely
synthetic (produced through a synthesizer with an appropriate sound
model) while still being perceived as originating from a vibrating real-world
object.

This paper probed the question, “What are the preferences in terms
of the complexity and the materiality of robot sound in movement sonifi-
cation?” A total of three studies were conducted in our research. The
first study, outlined above in Paper II, involved overlaying sounds to video
recordings of the gestures. In contrast, the second and third studies utilized
real-time movement sonification for sound generation. A detailed descrip-
tion of how the sonification was achieved can be found below in Paper IV.

In the second study, we experimented with a museum installation (see
Fig.3.5), featuring a Pepper robot engaged in two distinct scenarios: (1)
welcoming patrons into a restaurant and (2) providing information to visi-
tors in a shopping center. During this study, we utilized two sets of sound
models to complement the robot’s gestures, and museum visitors were asked
to select their preferred sounds for each scenario. The experiment ran for
four days. The experiment concerning the sound complexity was conducted
on days one and two, and the experiment concerning the sound materials
was conducted on days three and four. The setup for both experiments was
the same, except for the sound models used.

In the third study, we conducted an online survey using video recordings
of gestures and movement sonification employed in the second study. This
study aimed to compare participants’ preferences for sound aesthetics when
presented in a video format (i.e., online video stimuli) with the choices
made by visitors at the museum installation3.

Results from our studies suggest that while there were differences be-
tween the subjective perception of preferences and how effective the sounds
are in communicating emotion, it was possible to identify preferences for
using more refined (i.e., more complex) sound models in the sonification
of robot movements. Regarding the sound design materials, participants
showed a preference for subtle sounds that seamlessly integrated with am-
bient sounds and sounds that matched the visual characteristics of the robot.
It is important to note that sound preferences varied depending on the con-
text in which participants encountered the robot-generated sound, including

3Documentation from Study 2 (museum installation) and video stimuli from Study 3
are accessible in the supplementary materials (see Sect.1.5).
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Figure 3.5: The arrangement for perceptual experiments on display at
Tekniska Museum, Stockholm.

live museum installations versus online displays.
An additional observation concerning distraction emphasizes the need

for precise timing of sound to avoid interference with the robot’s speech.
This observation underscores the significance of sequence organization in
robot communication, a point that aligns with the findings discussed below
in Paper V.

3.4 Paper IV - PepperOSC: enabling inter-
active sonification of a robot’s expressive
movement

Latupeirissa, A. B., & Bresin, R. (2023). In Journal on Multimodal User
Interfaces (JMUI).

In the context of the museum installation presented in Paper III, I developed
a program called PepperOSC, motivated by the challenge of bridging the
interdisciplinary gap between robotics and sound design.

Sound designers typically employ tools that differ from those used in
robotics. Consequently, for sound designers utilizing tools like Pure Data,
MaxMSP, and SuperCollider, such an interface becomes essential to interact
with robotic systems effectively. PepperOSC has two primary objectives:
(i) to provide a valuable tool for HRI researchers, facilitating the creation
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Figure 3.6: An overview of PepperOSC. The system uses ALProxy to gain
access to all the Pepper robot’s modules, including ALMemory, which
supplies the robot’s kinematic data. The data is then streamed out as
OSC messages using pyOSC.

Pepper robot

ALProxy

Output:
OSC Messages

PepperOSC

Kinematics Data
Data streaming module

Robot control

ALMemory

Robot control module
ALBehaviorManager

ALMotion

ALTextToSpeech

of multimodal user interfaces through sonification, and (ii) to reduce the
entry barriers for sound designers, allowing them to contribute to the field
of HRI actively. The program uses Open Sound Control (OSC) messages
to stream kinematic data from robots to various sound design and music
production tools (see Fig.3.6).

PepperOSC found two practical applications that were presented in this
paper. One application was in an advanced project course focused on sound
interaction. In this course project, two master’s students took the initiative
to develop a robot sound model using Pure Data.

Meanwhile, in the application within the museum installation, Pepper-
OSC was improved with additional functionalities to serve as a control
system. It received notifications from the touchscreen GUI, which museum
visitors interacted with. Subsequently, it determined which robot gestures
to perform and which sound models to employ, all while continuously
streaming movement data to the corresponding sound models (see Fig.3.5
and Fig.3.7). Two sets of sounds were developed for the installation: one
featuring a variety of sound materials from the Sound Design Toolkit in
MaxMSP and the other incorporating a complex sound model created in
SuperCollider4.

In summary, PepperOSC was developed to address the challenges HRI
researchers and sound designers face when integrating sound production into
HRI. In the context of the SONAO project, PepperOSC provides a versatile
platform for investigating various levels of complexity and sound textures,

4The source code for PepperOSC, the sound models, and the demo videos of the
applications are accessible in the supplementary materials (see Sect.1.5).
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Figure 3.7: Diagram showing the control flow of the museum installation.
The control system for the installation is expanded from PepperOSC.

Touchscreen 
GUI

Control 
system

Pepper robot,
performs gesture

Sound models Movement sonification 
[external speaker]

Background image and 
ambient sound control

Movement data stream

PepperOSC

enabling the exploration of diverse aesthetic strategies for robot movement
sonification. For HRI researchers, PepperOSC offers a valuable tool for
developing multimodal user interfaces. Additionally, for sound designers
and artists lacking a background in robotics or programming, a tool such
as PepperOSC makes it accessible and manageable to work with robots.

3.5 Paper V - Semiotic analysis of robot
sounds in films: implications for sound
design in social robotics

Latupeirissa, A. B., Murdeshwar, A., & Bresin, R. Submitted for journal
publication, October 2023.

Drawing from the insights from the experiments presented in Paper III,
which highlighted preferences in social robotics for sounds that matched the
visual characteristics of the robots, the role of context, and the significance
of sequence organization in communication, it becomes intriguing to revisit
the role of robot sounds in films. For this purpose, I turned to semiotics,
a discipline that studies signs and symbols, to understand sound in films
better.

Paper V expands upon the study presented in Paper I by including a
broader selection of 15 films featuring intelligent, humanoid robots from the
1950s to 2021, with the objectives of (i) identifying the types of sounds used
for robots and (ii) defining the narrative themes guiding their contextual
use in various situations. The analysis process is based on the multimodal
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film analysis framework described by Bateman and Schmidt in [64], which
follows Saussure’s organization of signs through paradigmatic and syntag-
matic relations [62]. In our analysis, we interpret the paradigmatic axis as
the examination of the sound and the syntagmatic axis as the examination
of the events surrounding the sound.

First, we examine each sound in the isolated film clips, taking note of
its specific auditory characteristics, such as timbre, pitch, and intensity.
Next, we inspect the robots’ appearance and the multimodal coupling with
the sound. Specifically, we observe the robots’ physical attributes (e.g.,
size, physical appearance, build quality) and the concurrent actions or
movements accompanying the sound. Afterward, we examine the scenes
where the robot sounds occur to gain insights into their purposes and
functions. Specifically, we explore the dialogue, movements, gestures,
gazes, and camera shots that precede, accompany, and follow the robot
sound occurrences (see Fig.3.8). For detailed analysis, we modified the
transcription convention typically used in conversation analysis (CA),
utilizing the ethnomethodology (EM) perspective to analyze the interaction
between characters in the clips [65], [66]. Finally, we determine the
narrative themes by examining the intersection between the sounds and
the surrounding events5.

The analysis of robot sounds reveals two primary film robot sound mate-
rials: mechanical sounds (caused by the act of mechanical movements) and
synthetic sounds (generated by synthesizers). Furthermore, examining con-
textual events surrounding the sounds reveals three overarching narrative
themes, each encompassing several sub-themes. The first theme involves
sounds associated with the physical attributes of robots, encompassing sub-
themes of sound linked to robot size, exposed mechanisms, build quality, and
anthropomorphic traits. The second theme delves into sounds accentuating
robots’ internal workings, with sub-themes related to learning and decision-
making processes. Lastly, the third theme revolves around sounds utilized
in robots’ interactions with other characters within the scenes. This theme
encompasses sub-themes related to conversational cues, emotional cues, and
responses to danger.

The discussion section explores the implications of robot sound in films
for social robotics, focusing on the following key aspects: the importance
of sound materials, the role of movement sounds in facilitating communica-
tion and conveying emotions, and the significance of narrative and context in
human-robot interaction. Additionally, we address the challenges of trans-
lating film sound design practices into practical social robotics applications.

5Excerpts from films and conversation analysis are accessible in the supplementary
materials (see Sect.1.5).
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Figure 3.8: A scene from “Chappie”, 2015. Chappie (R1) learns the word
’watch’ from Deon (H1), illustrating how beeping sounds are employed to
represent the robot’s information processing.

That’s a watch

*(raises eyebrows)*

*(grabs the watch, raises ears)*

*inset image appears*

(slow playback) Watch.

 Watch.

(recorded speech) 

That's a watch.

*synth.flat beeping*

*rapid burst of synth.beeping*

CHAPPIE; 2015

Characters: Deon (left), Chappie (right)

1

2 3

4 5

/*Transcription excerpt*/
Scene: R1 (Chappie) learns the word "watch" from H1 (Deon)

1/Shot: R1’s point of view, focuses on H1
H1: *-----------------------* That’s a watch.
H1/act: *(holds and shows watch)*

2/Shot: Inset of H1 appears, top right
H1: /recorded speech/ That’s a watch.
R1.snd: ((synthetic flat beeping))

3/Shot: Mid; R1-front
R1/act: *(raises eyebrows )* *(grabs the watch, raises ears)*
R1.snd: *((high pitch mech.sound))* *((mech.sound ))*
H1: (laughs)

4/Shot: R1’s point of view, focuses on the watch
H1: /recorded speech/ Watch.
R1/act: (raises watch)
R1.snd: ((rapid burst of synthetic tonal beeping))

5/Shot: Mid; R1-front
R1: Watch.
R1/act: *(looks at H1, raises eyebrow)*
R1.snd: *((mechanical sound ))*
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Chapter 4

Discussion

In this Chapter, I discuss the findings that offer potential recommenda-
tions for sound design in social robotics. I emphasize the critical aspects
of selecting appropriate sound materials, the role of sound in facilitating
communication and conveying emotions, and the importance of narratives
and context. Additionally, challenges associated with the application of film
sound design principles to real-world scenarios are also addressed.

4.1 Significance of sound materials
In their paper on a conceptual framework for sound design, Hug and Mis-
dariis [50] emphasize that one of the central concerns in sound design is the
quality of the sonic elements. They draw from interviews with sound de-
sign practitioners to illustrate that, for these professionals, many functional
sounds do not meet the quality standards, even if they effectively convey the
intended message. Moreover, Hug and Misdariis assert that sonic quality is
not solely a matter of technical production quality; it also encompasses the
complexity of design and is intricately tied to the “conceptual backing and
refinement of the individual sonic events” [50, p.25].

The details of sound materials in films presented in Papers I and V
highlights exemplify these perspectives, showing how filmmakers leverage
sound to establish connections with the physical attributes and behaviors
of the robots. Although mechanical sounds (i.e., sounds associated with
mechanical objects such as pistons and servomotors) are prevalent in robot
depictions, there are subtleties tailored to each robot’s visual characteris-
tics. These nuances include pitch associations with size, the emphasis on
robots’ visual elements, and the reflection of build qualities in their move-
ment sounds. These practices can be interpreted as strategies for creating
auditory cues that help the audience understand and relate to the robots.
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In this multimodal integration, filmmakers use visual and auditory elements
to convey a robot’s identity and characteristics.

The evolution of sound technology in films, particularly in the context
of the robots examined in Paper V, is readily apparent when comparing
the earliest and most recent films in the study. One distinct change is
the increasing complexity of synthesized sounds. This evolution becomes
evident when contrasting the audio features of earlier robots such as Tobor
(Tobor the Great, 1954), V.I.N.Cent (The Black Hole, 1979), and Hector
(Saturn 3, 1980), who primarily utilize simple tones in their communication.
In contrast, contemporary robots like Ava (Ex Machina, 2014) and Jeff
(Finch, 2021) exhibit more intricate and sophisticated synthesized sounds.
This evolution in sound design mirrors the development of technology in
the real world and can be a commentary on the progression of robotics.

In his book on sound design in science fiction films [74], William Whit-
tington delves into the transformation of sound design from the 1960s to
the early 2000s. He explores how this evolution is not solely shaped by
cultural and technological shifts, but is also influenced by filmgoers’ shift-
ing attitudes and expectations. In particular, fans of modern blockbuster
films, especially those in the science fiction genre, now anticipate a higher
level of sophistication and precision in film sound. This change in audience
expectations has profoundly impacted how they perceive and engage with
the presentation and narrative elements of contemporary cinema.

Expanding upon the perspective presented by Oliveira and Yadollahi
in [1], which highlights the role of science-fiction films in introducing the
general public to the concept of social robots, I argue that this evolution of
robot sound in films plays a significant role in shaping people’s expectations
of sound when encountering real-life robots. This influence can be attributed
to a psychological phenomenon known as the mere exposure effect. The
mere exposure effect posits that we unconsciously acquire information and
develop attitudes through repeated encounters with objects and events in
our daily lives [75], [76]. James E. Cutting has argued that this process
extends to shaping our preferences, even our aesthetic preferences [76, p.34].

The findings in Paper II and Paper III revealed a preference among
participants for more intricate sound models as opposed to simple tones,
suggesting the existence of underlying attitudes towards a particular sonic
aesthetics. Consequently, to ensure the acceptance of social robots, we em-
phasize the importance of carefully designing the auditory experiences for
the users. Nevertheless, it is important to acknowledge that the direct link
between the mere exposure effect of science-fiction films and individuals’
preferences for real-life robot sounds requires further research and investi-
gation.
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In practical terms, a helpful approach for selecting appropriate sound
materials for a social robot involves establishing a clearly defined charac-
ter. Robinson et al., in their framework for robot sound design, introduce
the principle of Fiction, underscoring the importance of distinctly defining
a character and striving for a believable physical object [52]. A concrete
illustration of this approach is evident in their case study on spatially dis-
tributed robot sounds presented in [77], where they designed two fictions
for their robot and selected sound materials accordingly.

In the first scenario, the robot is envisioned as an animated stone sculp-
ture. The sound design is described as “sourced from acoustic recordings of
stone materials and stone-based instruments.”. The second fiction defines
the robot as “a digital entity that can manifest across the environment or
be embodied as a physical robot.” For this, the sound is generated through
synthesis or heavy processing of recordings [77, p.2711]. This strategic align-
ment of sound design with the conceptual narratives enhances the overall
effectiveness of the robot’s auditory presence in diverse contexts.

4.2 Movement sound facilitates communica-
tion and conveys emotion

The examination of conversational and emotional cues through sound pre-
sented in Paper V highlights the importance of sound in facilitating commu-
nication and conveying emotions. This aspect is particularly relevant given
that robots often have limited facial expressions, making sound a poten-
tial additional tool for conveying feelings and intentions. In conversations,
movement sounds are adequate substitutes for subtle physical nuances com-
monplace in human interactions, such as eye movements (gaze and blinking)
and head movements (attention shifts). These auditory cues enhance the
depth and richness of narratives, ensuring that the audience comprehends
the ongoing dialogue.

Similarly, movement sounds can also serve to highlight emotional expres-
sions. It is important to note that, in many instances, the primary emotional
messages are conveyed through the robots’ physical gestures. From these
gestures, the accompanying sounds naturally arise from the dynamic move-
ments, effectively conveying emotions within the communication’s context.
Furthermore, our understanding of prevalent emotional body gestures has
established consistent associations between specific audio features and the
emotions they portray.

Two common examples are the sounds associated with sadness and joy.
Typically, sadness sounds involve a decrease in frequency (as seen in Bicen-
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tennial Man’s Andrew and The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy’s Marvin)
At the same time, joyous sounds feature an increase in frequency (see also
[78]). This connection fits with the emotional valence differences described
by the circumplex model of affect [79] and corresponds to specific bodily
sensations. For instance, sadness is commonly linked to a sense of heav-
iness, whereas joy often evokes feelings of lightness [80]. Therefore, it is
intuitive to associate changes in the frequency of movement sound with
these emotions.

Charles Spence uses the term “crossmodal correspondence” to refer to “a
compatibility effect between attributes or dimensions of a stimulus (i.e., an
object or event) in different sensory modalities” [81, p.973]. Spence summa-
rizes the correspondences between low to high-pitched sounds and attributes
like large to smaller sizes, rounded to angular shapes, and downward to up-
ward movements. These crossmodal correspondences are experienced by a
large part of the population; therefore, they can serve as valuable reference
points when designing sound to facilitate communication in social robots.

Furthermore, it is essential to consider that specific sound materials can
carry emotional content. The findings in Paper II demonstrated a consistent
association of the sawtooth waveform with sadness, even in contexts where
the robot’s gestures aimed to convey anger, relaxation, or sadness. This
observation implies that the sawtooth waveform’s sonic qualities might con-
vey information related to low arousal and low valence emotions. Previous
research has established relationships between timbre and emotion in mu-
sic. For instance, Bresin and Friberg in [78] concluded that tones featuring
high-frequency components and higher brightness are associated with more
active and positive emotions such as happiness. Conversely, tones devoid of
these components are often associated with emotions characterized by low
activity, such as sadness and tenderness.

4.3 Significance of narrative and context
Paper III highlights the role of contextual factors — i.e., where the interac-
tion occurs — in shaping sound preferences when participants interact with
robot-generated sounds. Existing research in HRI has demonstrated that
people’s perceptions of robots vary significantly depending on the context
of the interaction. For example, in [82] (a study I co-authored, not included
in this compilation thesis), we observed that participants consistently fa-
vored a particular robot based on specific vocal features in one deployment
context (i.e., home, hospital, restaurant, and school) while they preferred
a different robot with the same vocal features in another deployment con-
text. Another example can be found in [83], demonstrating the impact
of voice style choices in diverse sound ambiance contexts — from a quiet
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bar to a loud nightclub — on the Pepper robot’s perceived intelligence,
encompassing social appropriateness, comfort, awareness, human likeness,
and competency.

Moving beyond the context of where the interaction occurs, Paper V pro-
vides a more detailed exploration of the contextual factors of robot sound
in films. It delves into the intricate relationship between the sounds and
the surrounding events, aiming to extract narrative themes that can inspire
practical implementation in real-world scenarios. This relationship can be
further detailed into two components: the interaction and multimodal inte-
gration between the sound and the concurrent events, as well as the sequence
organization of the surrounding events.

4.3.1 Multimodal integration
One of the themes discussed in Paper V is the relation between sound and
the robots’ physical appearances. When coupled with visuals, sounds con-
tribute to the believability of the robots’ appearance, encompassing aspects
such as their size, mechanisms, and build quality.

An integral aspect of multimodal interaction lies in understanding the
reciprocal influence between sound and visual perception. In investigating
how sound affects visual perception, Sekuler’s research presented in [84]
shows that when two identical visual targets moving towards each other
are subject to visual ambiguity — whether they should bounce off or pass
through each other — an appropriately timed brief click sound ensures a
clear perception of bouncing.

On the flip side, a well-known example of the influence of visual cues on
sound perception is the McGurk effect, initially identified by McGurk and
MacDonald in 1976 [85]. Their research revealed that visual information
from the speaker’s lip movements significantly alters the auditory percep-
tion of natural speech for individuals with normal hearing. One of the most
renowned instances is when the audio of a voice saying “ba” is paired with
the visual of a face articulating “ga,” leading listeners to perceive the sound
as “da.” Integrating these sensory inputs leads to a unified percept that
might obscure the influence of individual components on the final percep-
tion [86].

Research in social robotics has also documented a comparable phe-
nomenon where visual cues change the perception of sound. Read and
Belpaeme [87] investigated the interaction between situational context and
sound using a NAO robot. In their experiment, participants were exposed
to videos featuring the robot being subjected to various actions accompa-
nied by positive or negative Non-Linguistic Utterances (NLUs). The study
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revealed that the emotional context of the action took precedence over the
valence of the sound when both were presented together in a video. Ad-
ditionally, alignment between the valence of the sound and the action en-
hanced affective interpretation.

While the authors propose that randomly selecting or generating a sound
might be sufficient for acoustically animating a robot in human-robot inter-
action, with the idea that the utterance primarily enhances the semantics
of the visual context, I argue that this suggestion overlooks the potential
for discovering a novel unified percept through a careful exploration of the
pairing of visual and sound cues. This approach could unveil nuanced in-
teractions between visual and auditory elements, contributing to a more
comprehensive understanding of how these cues collectively shape percep-
tions in human-robot interactions.

4.3.2 Sequence organization
In conversation analysis, Schegloff defines sequence organization as “coher-
ent, orderly, and meaningful successions of actions” [88, p.2]. Sequences
function as the means to achieve particular objectives, and analyzing their
organization helps clarify the meaning of a sound cue within the sequence.
While some sounds, like the one associated with sadness mentioned in
Sect. 4.2, can be deduced from the physical movements generating them,
others require understanding the surrounding events.

For instance, in The Black Hole, the consecutive mechanical servo sounds
accompanying the robot S.T.A.R’s rapid forward- and backward-leaning do
not immediately explain the occurring events (see Fig.4.1). The audience
can only understand that S.T.A.R is making fun of his opponent when they
observe the preceding events, where S.T.A.R wins a shooting game by cheat-
ing and then playfully slapping his opponent on the back. In this context,
the movement and sound combine to convey laughter. The laughing move-
ment may appear comical, but it aligns perfectly with S.T.A.R’s charac-
ter, who never speaks and communicates solely through stylized movements
reminiscent of a mime.

Another example involving Chappie is depicted in Fig. 3.8 (presented in
the summary of Paper V in Sect. 3.5). In that scene, we witness Chappie
acquiring new information about an object called a “watch.” The sequence
unfolds from the robot’s perspective, accentuated by lines of console text
appearing and inset displaying a recording of another character, Deon. The
sequence involves a slow playback of Deon saying, “watch,” followed by a
rapid burst of electric beeping. The next shot then shows Chappie repeat-
ing the word. These events collectively establish a connection between an
internal process within the robot and the sound of a rapid burst of electric
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Figure 4.1: A scene from The Black Hole, 1979, showing how the events
preceding the four mechanical sounds (highlighted in yellow) guide the
understanding of the sound as a laughter.

THE BLACK HOLE; 1979

Characters: S.T.A.R (left), 

Old BO.B (center), V.I.N.Cent (right)

*(holsters gun)*
You'd have beat him again if he  

hadn't bumped you

Nah, I'd have missed on purpose.

*metal clanging*

*smacks Old BO.B on the back*
*(rapidly leans forward and back four times)*
* four consecutive mechanical motor sound *

*beep*

1

2 3

/*Transcription excerpt*/
Scene: R1 (S.T.A.R) just won a shooting game against R2 (Old BO.B) by cheating.

R3 (V.I.N.Cent) is consoling R2.

1/Shot: ((Mid; R1-front, R2-front, R3-front))
R1/act: *(holsters guns)* *(points to himself----)*
R3: *You’d have beat* him again *if he hadn’t bumped you*.
R3/snd: ((beep))

R2: Nah, I’d have missed on purpose.

2/R1/act: *(slaps R2’s back--)*
R2/act: *(shaking---------------)*
R2.snd: *((metal collision))* *((loose metal clanging))*

3/shot: ((Close-up; R1))
R1/act: *(leans forward and back four time, rapidly-----)*
R1/snd: *((four consecutive mechanical motor sound ))*
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beeping. The same sound is heard in subsequent scenes whenever Chap-
pie learns other new words. Without repeating the point-of-view shot, the
audience can naturally infer that the same learning process is occurring.

The findings from the analysis of films support the potential of context-
specific sounds, where sound signals are intricately linked to specific events
and processes within the narrative. Conversely, films can inspire us how
to weave narratives around specific sounds in a manner of sound-specific
context to establish the association between the sounds and the events.
For instance, drawing further inspiration from Chappie, we can design a
set of behaviors (i.e., a narrative) around a specific sound during a social
robot’s introductory interactions to enhance the users’ understanding of
its intentions. Implementing such strategies allows users to anticipate and
better comprehend the robot’s actions by associating specific sounds with
particular motions or contexts.

4.4 Challenges in adopting film sound design
into real-world scenarios

4.4.1 Technical limitations
Filmmakers frequently exercise creative freedom when designing sounds for
robots in films. Often, robots in films possess abilities and characteristics
that stretch far beyond the limitations of real-world robotics. In reality,
sounds produced by servo motors in robot movements have often been seen
as disruptive noise in human-robot interactions [13], [26]–[28]. Another chal-
lenge pertains to nuances in implementation, such as the downward pitch
accompanying downward head movement to convey sadness, as discussed
in Sect.4.2. A robot’s vertical movement may result in relatively uniform
sound without noticeable frequency changes, complicating the use of sound
to convey emotional nuances.

One common strategy frequently employed by HRI researchers involves
masking or overlaying the noise generated by robots with more appropriate
sounds designed to enhance communication, as demonstrated in [8], [14],
[28], [30]. However, these studies often involved overlaying pre-recorded
robot sounds onto video recordings. There are additional technical com-
plexities when applying such overlays in real-time interactions.

One contribution I offer in this dissertation is to utilize movement soni-
fication, which generates sound in real-time based on the robot’s joints’
movements. In Paper IV, I developed PepperOSC, a programming tool
that connects robots like NAO and Pepper with sound production tools.
This interface enables interactive sonification by using sound to represent
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movement data [32], [89]. It offers precise control over stylized sounds, sur-
passing the limitations of sounds produced directly by the robot’s physical
mechanisms.

Zhang et al. also delved into a similar exploration with a system called
SonifyIt, which connects the Robot Operating System (ROS) with Pure
Data [61]. While SonifyIt provides access to a broader range of robots
through ROS, PepperOSC widens the spectrum of sound design tools ac-
cessible by utilizing Open Sound Control (OSC) messages.

For HRI researchers, a tool such as PepperOSC enables the development
of multimodal user interfaces beyond the playback of recorded audio files.
For sound designers who may lack a background in robotics or programming,
PepperOSC can make it accessible and manageable to work with robots. In
the context of the SONAO project, PepperOSC provides a versatile platform
for investigating various levels of complexity and sound texture, enabling the
exploration of diverse aesthetic strategies for robot movement sonification.

Nevertheless, this dissertation leaves a couple of technical challenges that
need to be addressed. Firstly, the robots’ capabilities to process and produce
sound are constrained. In Papers III and IV, my approach with the Pepper
robot involves utilizing an external computer to run sound production tools
and employing external speakers positioned strategically behind the robot.
While this approach suffices for the study’s objectives, I recommend that
future advancements in robot development carefully consider the issue of
sound production, encompassing both the processing power of the robot
and the quality and placement of speakers.

Another challenge is achieving a seamless robot interaction that inte-
grates speech, gestures, and sound. One potential approach involves inte-
grating PepperOSC with a speech-driven gesture synthesis system, such as
the generative model that translates high-level instructions into a sequence
of body poses presented in [90]. In this method, as the robot enacts synthe-
sized gestures, PepperOSC can enhance them with movement sonification.
Further advancements in gesture synthesis are essential to determine the
optimal sound model choice and timing for the sonification to contribute to
social interaction effectively.

4.4.2 Design challenges
Film sound design often prioritizes dramatic storytelling, a focus that may
not always align with the objectives of real-world social robots. Also, in
films, there is the luxury of time to introduce specific features and strategi-
cally use them to enhance the narrative. For instance, introducing a robot
character in a film can creatively employ techniques like a unique shot of
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the robot’s point of view (e.g., in Chappie, see Fig.3.8). Alternatively, it
can use other characters to explain the significance of the robot’s sounds, as
with Tobor in Tobor the Great, 1954, where another character exclaims and
clarifies the robot’s actions during its initial appearance, providing context
for the audience. In contrast, interactions with social robots often occur
in brief, public encounters, leaving little time to establish context-specific
audio signals that effectively convey information or emotions. This dispar-
ity in time and context poses a significant challenge when translating film
sound design strategies to the real-world scenarios of social robotics.

Furthermore, in film production, sounds are typically added during post-
production, after the shooting phase [36, p.271]. Roles such as Foley artists
and sound designers are crucial in this process as they meticulously de-
sign and synchronize sound effects with the visual content. Foley artist Ulf
Olausson1 highlighted the significance of avoiding reusing sounds from pre-
vious recordings [personal communication2, February 2023]. This emphasis
was primarily directed towards sounds associated with a character’s move-
ments and interactions with their environment, including actions like foot-
steps, handling objects, and the rustling of clothing. He stressed that each
sound is recreated for every scene because the character, location, and story
context are unique. This approach ensures that the sounds precisely align
with the on-screen actions, enhancing the audio-visual experience. In con-
trast, in vivo human-robot interactions lack the advantage of pre-established
scenes, requiring sound generation to occur in real-time as the interaction
unfolds for it to be part of the robot’s non-verbal communication.

One promising approach to address the design challenges is to adopt
the four concepts associated with the aesthetic quality of interaction pro-
posed by Jonas Löwgren: pliability, rhythm, dramaturgical structure, and
fluency [91]. While these concepts provide valuable frameworks for enhanc-
ing the overall aesthetic quality of robot sound interaction, rhythm and
dramaturgical structure can be particularly applied to the context of real-
world scenarios. Rhythm, crucial in both musical and non-musical contexts,
plays a specific role in the short beats and extended communication patterns
occurring over a long time, offering a direct application to the temporal as-
pects of sound design. Dramaturgical structure aids in plotting the tension
in the interaction, providing a narrative framework that can be directly em-
ployed in the design of sound sequences. Together with pliability (which
refers to the quality of a tightly coupled, highly responsive interaction) and
fluency (involving the graceful management of multiple demands for atten-
tion and action), these concepts offer a comprehensive framework suitable

1https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0645993/
2During a study visit with Master’s students in a course I taught.
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to the unique challenges of sound design in social robotics.
Moreover, effectively addressing the design challenges necessitates an it-

erative design approach marked by continuous refinement and rigorous user
interaction testing. To comprehensively analyze user interactions, employ-
ing transcription techniques rooted in ethnomethodology and conversation
analysis (EMCA) proves to be a robust analytical tool –— a methodology
applied in Paper V for film conversation analysis. This method has found
application in HRI studies, mainly through the works of Hannah Pelikan
and colleagues, who have examined real-world robot interactions. Exam-
ples include a study involving video analysis of families interacting with a
Cozmo robot in their homes [68] and an analysis of participants engaging in
a charade game with a NAO robot [67]. Pelikan offers valuable reflections
in [69] on transcribing video recordings of human-robot interaction from
an EMCA perspective, where she explores the transcription of multimodal
robot behavior, encompassing non-lexical sounds, and addresses challenges
related to representing repeated actions while maintaining a balance be-
tween scripted robot behavior and the situated interpretations of human
participants.

In summary, translating film sound design to real-world social robotics
faces challenges due to differences in time, context, and production. The
concepts proposed by Löwgren—pliability, rhythm, dramaturgical struc-
ture, and fluency—provide a promising framework for addressing these
challenges. Additionally, an iterative design approach and transcription
techniques from EMCA prove crucial for comprehensive user interaction
analysis. The integration of these approaches has the potential to aid in
overcoming the unique challenges of sound design in social robotics.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Research contributions
This dissertation has a specific objective: to contribute to the research
on expressive behaviors in social robotics. With this dissertation, I aim
to address the limitations of robots’ movement and facial expressions by
integrating concepts from film sound design to enhance a robot’s expressive
behavior through interactive sonification. It is a recognition that, despite
advancements, robots may not attain human-level fluency in movement and
expressions. Instead, I acknowledge the robots as computerized mechanical
objects that, through meticulous sound design, can embody the structural
essence of human social interaction.

The research questions of this compilation thesis work are:

RQ1: Which specific design principles of robot sounds in films can be
effectively applied to enhance a robot’s expressive behavior in social robotics?

RQ2: How can interactive sonification techniques be utilized to integrate
these identified film sound design principles into a robot’s non-verbal com-
munication?

The works in exploring the research questions are outlined in Sect. 3,
and the contributions can be summarized as follows.

• Structured analysis of robot sounds in films (RQ1):
In Paper I, a comprehensive examination of robot sounds in films
focusing on non-verbal communication was conducted. This analysis
established a clear connection between a robot’s sonic presence and its
physical appearance. It delved into various aspects, including move-
ment sound, presence sound, and speech timbre. Paper V further
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expanded on this by identifying primary sound materials and provid-
ing a detailed analysis of how these sounds and surrounding events
influence audience perceptions.
Additionally, Paper V uncovered three overarching narrative themes
associated with robot sounds in films and discussed their implications
for social robotics. The first theme involves sounds associated with
the physical attributes of robots, encompassing sub-themes of sound
linked to robot size, exposed mechanisms, build quality, and anthro-
pomorphic traits. The second theme delves into sounds accentuating
robots’ internal processes, with sub-themes related to acquiring new
information and decision-making. Lastly, the third theme revolves
around sounds utilized in robots’ interactions with other characters
within the scenes, involving conversational and emotional cues.

• Studies on the perception of the sonic display of a Pepper robot (RQ1,
RQ2):
Papers II and III explored how people perceive and react to non-
verbal sounds displayed by the Pepper robot related to its movement.
These studies revealed that while there were differences between par-
ticipants’ subjective preferences and the effectiveness of sounds in con-
veying emotions, there was a clear preference for more refined sound
models when sonifying robot movements. Participants also favored
subtle sounds seamlessly integrated with ambient sounds while not
conflicting with the speech to minimize distractions. The research
emphasized the importance of aligning sound characteristics with the
robot’s visual attributes. It also underscored the contextual signifi-
cance of the interaction environment, such as distinguishing between
in-person and video interaction.

• Development of PepperOSC (RQ2):
Paper IV introduced PepperOSC, a tool designed to address the chal-
lenges faced by HRI researchers and sound designers when integrating
sound into social robotics. PepperOSC is a programming interface
that connects Pepper and NAO robots to sound production tools us-
ing OSC messages. In the context of the SONAO project, Pepper-
OSC provides a versatile platform for investigating various levels of
complexity and sound textures, enabling the exploration of diverse
aesthetic strategies for robot movement sonification. This tool is in-
valuable for HRI researchers working on multimodal user interfaces. It
also provides sound designers and artists, even those without a back-
ground in robotics or programming, with a user-friendly solution for
working with robots.
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This dissertation has limitations that warrant acknowledgment. Firstly,
the experiments conducted in this dissertation exclusively involved a
Pepper robot. While the conclusions and insights derived can be broadly
applicable, there is room for further exploration across various humanoid
robots. Secondly, the focus of the film analysis has been predominantly
on Western films, specifically those produced in Hollywood. Future
investigations would greatly benefit from delving into other cultures with
solid science-fiction presence, such as Japan, to unravel potential cultural
nuances in the depiction of robot communication and interaction in films.

5.2 Design recommendations
Based on the works completed during the PhD, I have discussed the po-
tential recommendations for sound design in social robotics adopted from
film sound design practices in Chapter 4. The recommendations can be
summarized as follows.

• Choose the appropriate sound materials and the sonic characteristics
(e.g., pitch and timbre):
A good example is the mechanical movement sound that characterizes
various film robots. Although mechanical sounds are commonly fea-
tured in film portrayals of robots, the subtleties within these sounds
are carefully crafted to align with the visual characteristics unique to
each robot. Hence, it becomes crucial to establish a distinctly defined
character in both the appearance and sound of the robot.

• Utilize movement sound for communication and emotion:
Incorporate movement sounds, such as movement sonification, to en-
hance communication and convey emotion. In robot conversations,
movement sounds can emphasize subtle physical nuances observed
in human interactions, including eye movements (gaze and blinking)
and head movements (attention shifts), and highlight the emotion dis-
played through a robot’s gesture.

• Integrate narrative and context into the interaction:
The interplay of visual cues in multimodal integration can influence
the perception of sound. Moreover, the sequence of actions can con-
tribute to clarifying the meaning of a sound. Thus, it is essential to
organize the sequence of an interaction properly. Designing for both
context-specific sound and sound-specific context has the potential to
enrich the overall user experience.
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Finally, I want to highlight the interdisciplinary nature of the field of
sound in HRI. During the PhD, I have drawn knowledge and borrow prac-
tices from HRI, sound design and production, interaction design, film stud-
ies, phenomenology, communication, cognitive science and psychology, and
ethnomethodology. For the future investigation of sound in HRI, I strongly
endorse interdisciplinary collaboration. The field stands to gain valuable
insights from diverse perspectives. With a collaborative effort, sound can
evolve to complement and become an integral and enhancing component of
the overall user experience in social robotics.
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